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1. (a) Prove each of the following by applying directly the definition of big Oh: (3x2)

(i) 100n2 is 0(n3) (ii) n2 + log2(n)3 is 0(n2) (iii) n{Ti is 0(n2)

(b) For the given set of functions arrange them in the increasing order of growth rate (where
b, and c are constants and n is the input variable):

n', n, logb(n}, n log(n}, log log*(n}, r, log(n}, nZ (3)

(c) Explain the following program segment step by step and analyse its time complexity.

What is its output (value). (3+2+1)

input x
value:= a
for i:= (n-l) downto a do begin

temp:= 1
for i= 1to i do temp := temp * x

value := value + A[ i 1 * temp
end

output value

2. (a) Prove that the postfix expression ab - cde] + + + + + can be converted to its infix

expression only as- a + (( -b) + (c + (d + (e +!)))). (3)

(b) The word deque is a shortened form of double ended queue and denotes.a 'list in which

items can be added or deleted from either the first or the last position of the list, but no

changes can be made elsewhere in the list. Assume that a deque is implemented with a

linear array. Write a C function insert(pq, x, side} by which the insert operation can be done,

where 'side' may be either. 'front' or 'rear', through, which the operation will take place.

(6)

(c) Let a linear linked list be sorted in the acending order. Write a C function to convert the

linked list in such a way the it is sorted in the descending order. You cannot replace the

elements of the info field. You may only manipulate the pointers. (6)

3. (a) Assume that a binary tree is implemented with linked lists. Write a non-recursive C- nmenen to traverse the binary tree in pre order. (5)

(b) Consider the binary tree in the figure next page. Convert it into a right pre-threaded
binary tree by drawing appropriate dotted lines. Define its structure and write a non-
recursive C code for its pre-order traversal. (3+2+5)
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4. (a) Write a C function isleftip} to determine whether the node pointed to by p is the left child

of its parent. Using the function write a C program segment to encode the leaf nodes

(symbols) of a Huffman tree. Assume an array position of size n, where position[ij points to

the node representing the r symbol and root is the pointer to the root node of the tree. (6)

(b) Analyse each line of the program given below and state what may be the input of the

program and what it is' intended to do. Take an example input (according to you) and show

each step of execution till the end. If you are asked to replace the name of the routine

(Jack_n_Jill), what name would you suggest? (4+4+1)

Jack_n_Jili (Jack)
NODEPTR *Jack;
{

NODEPTR "p, *q, *r, *Jill =: Jack;
if (Jack)

while (Jill --+ next) {
q = Jill --+ next;
if (q --+ info < Jack --+ info) {

Jill --+ next =: q --+ next;
q --+ next = Jack;
Jack = q;

}
else {

r = Jack;
p = Jack --+ next;
while (q --+ info < p --+ info)

r = p;
p = p --+ next;

}

if (q == p)
Jill = q;
else {
Jill --+ next = q --+ next;
q --+ next = p;
r --+ next = q;

}

return Jack;

**Write comments for C program Iines***Write all answers of a question in one place********
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